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Summary and general discussion

In this thesis, we explored the hypothesis that HIV infection increases susceptibility 
to severe bacterial infections and sepsis, and has a negative impact on morbidity and 
mortality. Furthermore, we hypothesized that HIV co-infection during sepsis may cause 
a more profound imbalance between pro- and anti-inflammatory host responses. To this 
end, we studied patients with sepsis, with or without HIV co-infection in (1) Gabon, a 
setting with a high prevalence of HIV, but limited supportive care facilities for sepsis 
patients; and (2) in Dutch intensive care units (ICUs). In some of the studies performed in 
Gabon, malaria patients were included to study the impact of HIV infection on the host 
response in a different infectious disease.

EPIdEMIoloGY

In Part I of this thesis we described epidemiological aspects of bacterial bloodstream 
infections (BSIs) and sepsis in HIV patients. We first reviewed the literature regarding 
community-acquired bacterial BSIs in HIV patients worldwide (Chapter 2). Few stud-
ies were available on this subject; with the majority being from East Africa. Our main 
findings were that HIV patients presenting to health services with fever were more 
likely to have a bacterial BSI, as compared to HIV negative febrile patients. Combination 
antiretroviral treatment (cART) reduced the incidence of bacterial BSIs, but not to the 
level encountered in the HIV negative population. Worldwide, the main causative patho-
gens of bacterial BSI in HIV patients were non typhoid Salmonellae (NTS), Streptococcus 
pneumoniae, Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. Our meta-analysis confirmed 
the increased risk of HIV patients to develop NTS bacteremia compared to HIV negative 
patients. However, striking regional differences were apparent, especially for S. pneu-
moniae, which was rare in Asia, even though HIV patients are known to be particularly 
sensitive to invasive pneumococcal infections [1, 2]. This review illustrated the paucity of 
data on bacterial infections in HIV infected patients. In particular, there were no previous 
studies in Central Africa from where HIV originated.

In Chapter 3, we performed a prospective observational study on the presentation 
and outcome of bacterial sepsis and other causes of acute febrile illness in patients with 
and without HIV infection, admitted to the Albert Schweitzer Hospital in Lambaréné, Ga-
bon, Central Africa. The burden of HIV infection was high; among 382 enrolled patients 
77 (20%) were HIV positive. Malaria was the most common reason for admission (n=130, 
34%) and was associated with a more severe presentation in HIV patients. Sepsis was 
diagnosed in 107 (28%) patients, including 29 (7.6 %) with culture-confirmed bacterial 
BSI. In line with previous studies, as reviewed in Chapter 2, bacterial BSIs were more 
frequent in HIV patients, in particular with S. pneumoniae. Furthermore, sepsis-related 
mortality was higher in HIV positive patients (15.4% compared to 3.7% in HIV negative 
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patients, P=0.04). The majority of HIV patients (55%) in this study were newly diagnosed. 
Only 20% were using cART, highlighting the gap between HIV patients in need of cART 
and those who know their HIV status and are receiving proper care and treatment.

Considering the increased sepsis-related mortality in patients with HIV co-infection in 
our cohort in Gabon, as well as in previous studies on sepsis in more affluent regions [3-
5], we next determined the characteristics and outcome of patients with advanced HIV 
infection fulfilling the criteria for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), admit-
ted to Dutch ICUs over a 17-year period (1997-2014) (Chapter 4). In 1,127 patients with 
AIDS, we examined trends over time in the main diagnoses and outcomes compared 
to matched controls. The reason for admission to the ICU in this population was often 
an infection (45.5%), which was associated with enhanced severity and poor outcome. 
Over time, the number of AIDS patients with an infection declined. Furthermore, there 
was a marked decrease in mortality in AIDS patients with an infection, but not in con-
trols without AIDS admitted with an infection. Similar results were observed when we 
examined trends in the standardized mortality rate, a measure correcting for severity 
of illness, which can be considered as a marker of ICU efficacy. We also prospectively 
analyzed patients admitted with sepsis to the ICUs of two Dutch tertiary care centers 
between January 2011 and July 2013. We compared HIV positive sepsis patients with the 
total cohort of HIV negative sepsis patients and created a subgroup of pneumosepsis 
patients matched for age, sex and race. In both groups, there were no significant differ-
ences in mortality up to one year after admission between HIV positive and HIV negative 
sepsis patients (Chapter 10). These findings illustrate that in a high resource setting 
with excellent access to care and HIV treatment, the prognosis of sepsis patients with 
HIV infection who are admitted to the ICU markedly improved during the cART era and 
has become similar to ICU patients without HIV/AIDS.

These epidemiological studies show that HIV positive patients are more likely to 
present with bacterial sepsis, compared to HIV negative patients, in particular with 
pathogens like NTS and S. pneumoniae. Although sepsis patients with HIV co-infection 
in Gabon have increased mortality, HIV patients admitted to the ICU with sepsis in the 
Netherlands no longer have a survival disadvantage compared to HIV negative patients 
with sepsis. A possible explanation for the difference between these populations is a 
difference in severity of illness and standards of care. We hypothesize that the relation 
between sepsis –related mortality and HIV status is setting dependent, as illustrated 
schematically in figure 1.

The impact of cART during ICU admission was not investigated; and whether the use 
of cART in critically ill HIV patients in the ICU leads to improved outcomes remains con-
troversial. Some studies have demonstrated a survival benefit of starting cART during 
ICU admission [6, 7]; however administration of cART is complicated by potential drug 
interactions, the risk of provoking an immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome, 
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limited availability of intravenous antiretroviral drugs, and uncertainty about the phar-
macokinetics of administration using nasogastric tubes. However, our results do suggest 
an improvement in care has contributed to the improved outcomes of HIV patients with 
sepsis in the ICU.

HoSt rESPonSE

In Part II, we examined multiple components of the immune system to examine the 
impact of HIV infection on the host response during sepsis. In Chapter 5, we reviewed 
what is already known about the effect of HIV infection on the host response to bacte-
rial sepsis, focusing on several key aspects of the immune system, including pattern 
recognition receptors and innate cellular responses, cytokines, lymphocytes, coagula-
tion, and the complement system. HIV has been shown to affect all these components, 
depending on stage of infection, with only partial restoration to normal after cART, and, 
as such, has great potential to influence the host response during sepsis. To date, few 
studies addressed this question.

Regarding innate cellular responses, we examined the impact of HIV infection on neu-
trophil extracellular traps (NETs) during sepsis (Chapter 6). NETs are formed by a chain 
of nucleosomes, consisting of DNA wrapped around an octamer of histone molecules, 
which capture pathogens and express neutrophilic proteases [8]. A previous study 
showed that NETs form an immune response against HIV, which is counteracted by HIV 
resulting in suppressed NETs formation [9]. We measured key NET-related markers (nu-
cleosomes and neutrophil elastase-α1-antitrypsin complexes) in our Gabonese cohort 

HIV+ in low resource setting

High resource setting (HIV+ and HIV-)
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Figure 1. Hypothesis on the impact of HIV on mortality in sepsis patients in different settings.
Based on the difference in mortality according to HIV status observed in Gabon, and the absence of such 
a difference in Dutch ICU patients, this figure represents the approximate shape of mortality curves in the 
two different settings. Faded colours represent hypothetical areas not investigated in this thesis.
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of sepsis and malaria patients, and asymptomatic controls with or without HIV infection 
recruited in the environment of the Albert Schweitzer Hospital and the local outpatient 
clinic for HIV care. HIV infection was associated with elevated levels of circulating 
nucleosomes, both in asymptomatic patients and in patients with sepsis. However, no 
differences were detected in neutrophil elastase-α1-antitrypsin levels, suggesting that 
mechanisms other than NETs formation, such as enhanced apoptosis, contribute to the 
increased nucleosome levels in HIV positive patients. Interestingly, a previous study, 
using peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from HIV infected and uninfected do-
nors, demonstrated increased apoptosis after a challenge with S. pneumoniae in PBMCs 
from HIV positive subjects [10]. We (Chapter 6) and others [11] found that nucleosome 
levels correlate with mortality in sepsis patients; and extracellular nucleosomes have 
previously been implicated in various aspects of the injurious host response to sepsis 
[11]. Our results suggest that the release of nucleosomes contributes to systemic inflam-
mation in patients with untreated HIV infection, and increases the lethality of sepsis in 
HIV patients.

The impact of HIV on circulating cytokines in sepsis patients was previously inves-
tigated in two studies from Brazil. Cytokines were measured in patients with sepsis in 
the ICU, but for most cytokines, no significant differences were noted according to HIV 
status, although one study found higher concentrations of interleukin (IL)-10 in the HIV-
positive group [12]. We examined circulating cytokine levels in a cohort of Dutch ICU 
pneumosepsis patients with matched controls (Chapter 10). We found no differences 
according to HIV status in circulating cytokines with the sole exception of interferon-ɣ 
(IFNɣ), which was higher in HIV positive pneumosepsis patients. We could not confirm 
the previous finding of increased IL-10 levels in the HIV positive group [12]. To examine 
the cytokine response to bacterial challenges, we also performed ex-vivo whole blood 
stimulations in samples from Gabonese patients with culture-confirmed bacterial BSIs 
and asymptomatic subjects with or without HIV infection (Chapter 7). Our main findings 
are that asymptomatic HIV infection impairs IFNɣ release in response to a variety of bac-
terial stimuli relevant for HIV infected patients. The contrasting observation of increased 
circulating levels of IFNɣ in Dutch sepsis patients (Chapter 10) suggests that these 
findings are most relevant in early infection and to the susceptibility of HIV patients 
to bacterial infections, rather than to the host response during sepsis. Additionally, we 
found that the ex-vivo proinflammatory response to NTS was enhanced. In line with 
this, a previous study found that HIV infection was associated with enhanced cytokine 
release from alveolar macrophages in response to NTS [13]. Furthermore, analysis of 
gene expression profiles of HIV patients with NTS BSIs showed lack of a coordinated 
inflammatory response, which was not observed for other bacterial pathogens, sug-
gesting a unique interaction between NTS and HIV [14]. Notably, as HIV increases the 
susceptibility of HIV patients to NTS, enhanced proinflammatory cytokine release upon 
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NTS exposure may contribute to more extensive tissue damage, rather than offering 
protection. In patients with established bacterial BSIs, HIV co-infection had no impact 
on cytokine releases after stimulation.

There is ample evidence for disturbances of the coagulation system in HIV patients. 
Clinically, increased risk for thromboembolic events and vasculitides has been observed 
[15, 16]. Previous studies found increased levels of D-dimer, fibrinogen, platelet activa-
tion and tissue factor expression, indicative of a procoagulant state [17-20], as well as 
suppression of anticoagulation, evidenced by reduced levels of protein C and protein S 
[17, 21], and impaired fibrinolysis due to increased Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor Type 
1 (PAI-1) concentrations [21, 22]. Additionally, endothelial dysfunction has been dem-
onstrated, as evidenced by increased circulating levels of von Willebrand Factor (vWF), 
soluble Intercellular Adhesion Molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and soluble Vascular Cell Adhesion 
Molecule-1 (VCAM-1) [17, 21, 23]. However, no previous studies examined pro- and anti-
coagulant mechanisms during sepsis in HIV infected patients. We examined the impact 
of HIV on circulating markers of coagulation, anticoagulation and endothelial activation 
in our cohort of sepsis and malaria patients and asymptomatic controls from Gabon 
(Chapter 8) and in our cohort of pneumosepsis patients in Dutch ICUs (Chapter 10). 
Our findings of the effect of HIV infection on haemostatic mechanisms in asymptomatic 
subjects confirm and extend previous reports. HIV infection was associated with en-
hanced plasma levels of fibrinogen, D-dimer, vWF and soluble ICAM-1, while ADAMTS13 
(a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13) 
and protein S were reduced. Some of these changes were specific for untreated HIV 
patients, while vWF, ADAMTS13 and protein S remained significantly altered in cART 
treated HIV patients compared to healthy controls. In patients with sepsis or malaria, 
HIV co-infection was associated with more profound protein S reductions and endo-
thelial cell activation, as reflected by a more accentuated increase in vWF in both sepsis 
and malaria, with a similar trend for soluble ICAM-1 and a more profound reduction of 
ADAMTS13 in sepsis patients. Contrastingly, in Dutch pneumosepsis patients, we found 
little evidence for an impact of HIV infection on the coagulation system during sepsis. 
Plasma levels of D-dimer, protein C and antithrombin were similar in HIV positive and 
HIV negative patients, as well as specific markers of endothelial activation (angiopoi-
etin-1 and -2, and soluble E-selectin). We did observe higher levels of soluble ICAM-1 
in HIV positive pneumosepsis patients; however soluble ICAM-1 can be shed by both 
endothelial cells and leukocytes. Furthermore, HIV infection can stimulate the release 
of exosomes containing ADAM17 (ADAM metallopeptidase domain 17), the cleaving 
protease for ICAM-1, which promotes ICAM-1 shedding [24]. In conclusion, our findings 
suggest that the impact of HIV on coagulation and endothelial cell activation during 
sepsis depends on the health care setting and severity of disease.
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The impact of HIV co-infection on complement activation during sepsis was examined 
in Chapter 9. The complement system consists of proteins which interact in enzymatic 
cascades to support host defenses against a variety of pathogens. The system can be 
triggered through three different pathways; (1) the classical pathway, initiated by C1q, 
which recognizes distinct patterns on pathogens or apoptotic cells as well as endog-
enous molecules like immunoglobulins; (2) the lectin pathway, triggered by mannose 
binding lectin (MBL) or ficolins which recognize conserved carbohydrate patterns on 
pathogens; and (3) the alternative pathway, which is constitutively active and rapidly 
amplified on foreign cells, but inhibited by surface bound regulators on healthy cells 
[25]. Although the complement system is generally known for its activity against 
bacterial pathogens, in vitro studies previously described HIV induced complement 
activation through interaction of gp41 (a subunit of the HIV envelope protein) with C1q, 
HIV induced activation of MBL, and activation of the alternative pathway through C3 
binding of HIV infected monocytes and lymphocytes [26-28]. We found that patients 
with asymptomatic HIV infection demonstrate activation of the complement system, 
primarily via the classical pathway. HIV co-infection in patients with sepsis resulted in 
enhanced consumption and turnover of complement proteins. As some complement 
proteins have strong pro-inflammatory properties, this may aggravate sepsis-induced 
tissue injury in sepsis patients with HIV co-infection.

The role of B cells is very interesting in the context HIV infection, because these cells 
display hypergammaglobuliniemia, polyclonal activation and exhaustion, which could 
play a role in increased susceptibility to infections (Chapter 5). In particular, in a cohort 
of HIV patients from Malawi, high concentrations of circulating IgG antibodies against 
NTS that prevented destruction of Salmonella were found [29]. Furthermore, patients 
with HIV had lower concentrations and lower opsonic capacity of circulating antibodies 
against S. pneumoniae [30-32]. However, this was not further examined in this thesis.

Finally, in Chapter 11, we examined whole blood leukocyte gene expression profiles 
in patients with or without HIV co-infection admitted to the ICU with sepsis, and vali-
dated our findings in a second ICU cohort. Furthermore, we determined the expression 
of genes of interest in our cohort of asymptomatic HIV patients from Gabon. Our main 
findings are that sepsis results in a predominantly common response in patients with or 
without HIV co-infection. Several genes, involved in granzyme signaling, cytotoxic T cell 
signaling and T cell inhibitory signaling, were differentially expressed according to HIV 
status. Our findings further suggest these were largely related to pre-existing changes 
in asymptomatic HIV patients, which persist during sepsis.

In accordance with our epidemiological findings, differences in the host response to 
sepsis according to HIV status were most profound in our cohort in Gabon. Although HIV 
is well known for its immunosuppressive effect, we found no evidence for HIV induced 
suppression of the pro-inflammatory response. In contrast, our findings support the 
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idea of HIV as a cause of chronic infl ammation [33], which may result in a more profound 
infl ammatory response and increased collateral damage during sepsis. These fi ndings 
are summarized in fi gure 2.
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Figure 2. The impact of HIV co-infection on the host response to sepsis.
Cytokine responses were largely unaff ected by HIV in a Dutch ICU setting (Chapter 10) as were ex-vivo 
whole blood responses to common bacterial pathogens in our Gabon cohort. The response to NTS was a 
notable exception, with a more profound pro-infl ammatory cytokine reaction in our ex-vivo model (Chap-
ter 7). In Chapter 6 we found increased levels of circulating nucleosomes, suggesting enhanced NET release 
or apoptosis of immune cells in the presence of HIV co-infection, which was associated with enhanced mor-
tality. The complement system was activated by HIV infection and in sepsis patients with HIV co-infection, 
we found enhanced consumption and turnover of complement proteins (Chapter 9). Furthermore, HIV aug-
mented selective haemostatic changes during sepsis, including reduction of the anticoagulant protein S, 
and endothelial activation (Chapter 8). These mechanisms contribute to perpetuation of the infl ammatory 
response, possibly resulting in more profound infl ammation and collateral damage in HIV positive patients. 
The anti-infl ammatory response was not extensively studied in this thesis. However, our fi nding of elevated 
nucleosome levels in HIV positive sepsis patients could be the result of enhanced apoptosis of immune cells 
(Chapter 6). Furthermore, the genomic response to sepsis was studied on a whole blood leukocyte level, 
and revealed no diff erences in the transcription of pro-infl ammatory genes (Chapter 11). Faded areas were 
not investigated in this thesis.
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FuturE PErSPECtIVES

According to the World Health Organization 36.9 million people were living with HIV 
in 2014 and two million people were newly infected [34]. In the future, the number of 
people living with HIV is likely to increase, so the management of sepsis in HIV patients 
will remain an important issue. Various successes have been made in the field of HIV 
prevention, including circumcision and prevention of mother-to-child transmission [35], 
but a vaccine is not yet available and transmission is still ongoing. The first and only 
modest vaccine success so far was obtained with a poxvirus prime and gp120 protein 
boost vaccine regimen in the RV144 Thai trail, which induced 31.2% protection [36].

CD4 count dependent 

Figure 3. Change over time in WHO recommendations for initiating cART.
Abbreviations: TLC: total lymphocyte count (all cell counts are given as cells/mm3); TB: tuberculosis; WHO 
stage I: asymptomatic HIV infection; WHO stage II: Mild disease, including moderate weight loss (<10% of 
body weight), Recurrent respiratory infections, and several skin manifestations; WHO stage III: Advanced 
disease, including severe weight loss (>10% of body weight), chronic diarrhea, persistent fever, Persistent 
oral candidiasis, oral hairy leukoplakia, pulmonary tuberculosis, severe bacterial infections, acute necrotiz-
ing ulcerative stomatitis, gingivitis, or periodontitis, anemia, neutropenia, chronic thrombocytopenia; WHO 
stage IV: Severe disease, including HIV wasting syndrome, recurrent severe bacterial pneumonia, and op-
portunistic infection and cancer, such as Pneumocystis pneumonia and Kaposi sarcoma.
Reference: http://www.who.int/hiv/pub/guidelines/pub18/en/
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The use of cART drastically increases survival of HIV patients. Over the past decade 
there has been a paradigm shift in treatment recommendations (figure 3). Initially, cART 
was advised for patients with advanced disease and low CD4 counts. Over time the in-
dication for cART has broadened and the most recent WHO guidelines advice treatment 
for all patients with HIV infection (figure 3) [37]. This recommendation is based on results 
from the START (“Strategic Timing of AntiRetroviral Treatment”) trial, which compared 
immediate versus deferred treatment in newly diagnosed asymptomatic HIV patients 
[38, 39]. The trial was stopped prematurely because of a 57% reduction in serious AIDS 
events, serious non-AIDS events, and death in the immediate treatment group. The most 
common adverse events were cardiovascular disease, non-AIDS-defining cancer and tu-
berculosis [38]. As access to treatment increases, patients with HIV will live longer, so the 
number of people living with HIV is likely to keep increasing over the coming years. The 
impact of earlier cART initiation on the epidemiology of severe bacterial infections and 
host response during sepsis, in particular with NTS and S. pneumoniae, is an interesting 
area for future research (table 1).

table 1. Questions for future research

Epidemiology

To what extent can earlier treatment of HIV infection result in a further reduction in the incidence and mortality 
of sepsis? This question is particularly relevant in resource-poor settings where access to cART is currently 
limited. 

How will earlier treatment of HIV infection change the spectrum of causative pathogens in sepsis? Will HIV 
patients continue to have increased susceptibility to S. pneumoniae and NTS? 

Host response

How will earlier treatment of HIV infection affect host defense against bacterial infections, such as NTS? For 
example, does earlier treatment influence the pro-inflammatory cytokine response to NTS? And can earlier 
treatment prevent the dysregulation of humoral immunity against NTS?

Given the additional effect of HIV infection on endothelial activation in sepsis (Chapter 8), as well as the 
increased risk for cardiovascular disease in HIV patients, the mechanisms of endothelial activation and possible 
treatment options are interesting areas for future research. 

treatment

Are immune-modulating treatment strategies for sepsis currently under investigation of particular benefit to 
sepsis patients with HIV co-infection? An example would be treatment with IFNɣ or ART-123.

Some immunomodulatory agents like IL-7, IL-15, CSF2, PDCD1/CD274 and CTLA4 are implicated in both sepsis 
and HIV pathogenesis (discussed in more detail in Chapter 5). The potential of these agents for immune-
modulating therapy in sepsis is an interesting area of future research.

Could the use of immunomodulatory treatment be feasible in resource limited settings? Potentially, 
immunomodulatory therapies can improve the outcome of sepsis even in the absence of advanced supportive 
care facilities.

Abbreviations: cART: combination antiretroviral treatment, NTS: non-typhoid Salmonella, ART-123: human 
recombinant thrombomodulin, IFN: interferon, IL: interleukin, CSF2: colony stimulating factor 2 (granulo-
cyte-macrophage); PDCD1: Programmed Cell Death 1, CD274: programmed death-ligand 1, CTLA4: cyto-
toxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 
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Despite a large number of studies on a variety of immune modulating strategies 
during sepsis, rapid administration of antimicrobial treatment and supportive care of 
circulation and ventilation remain the cornerstone of sepsis treatment in both resource 
limited and affluent regions [40, 41]. Promising strategies under current investigation 
include the administration of IFNɣ to restore monocyte function during sepsis [42, 43]. 
We found that HIV patients had impaired IFNɣ release to various bacterial stimulants in 
an ex-vivo whole blood stimulation model (Chapter 7), suggesting that HIV patients 
might particularly benefit from this strategy. Another potential candidate to improve 
sepsis treatment is human recombinant thrombomodulin (ART-123). ART-123 reduces 
thrombin-mediated clotting and enhances protein C activation at the site of clotting. 
Furthermore, ART-123 has anti-inflammatory properties, by mediating the activation of 
complement and inactivating high-mobility group protein B1 [44]. In a large phase-2b 
trial it was found to be safe and the study provided evidence suggestive of efficacy [44]. 
Consequently, ART-123 is currently being investigated in a phase 3 trial [45]. Considering 
the more profound reductions in the anticoagulant free protein S in Gabonese patients 
with sepsis (Chapter 8), as well as HIV induced complement activation (Chapter 9), HIV 
patients could be a subgroup that is more likely to respond to ART-123. Other agents 
which have been implicated in the pathogenesis of both sepsis and HIV could poten-
tially benefit patients with sepsis and HIV co-infection (Chapter 5 and table 1).

In conclusion, our results illustrate a high level of similarity in the host response to 
sepsis between HIV positive and HIV negative sepsis patients. The differences that were 
observed are suggestive of increased immune activation in sepsis patients with HIV co-
infection, so immune-modulatory treatment strategies may be of particular benefit to 
sepsis patients with HIV. In light of these findings, the systematic exclusion of patients 
with HIV from sepsis trials needs to be reconsidered.
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